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Vodafone coupons most popular at ilovecoupons

Vodafone, the telecoms company has become the most popular phone company for free coupon
offers on leading Australian coupon website ilovecoupons.

(PRWEB UK) 21 February 2013 -- Despite more headlines drawing attention to problems at Vodafone, the
telecoms company has become the most popular phone company for free coupon offers on leading Australian
coupon website ilovecoupons.

Owners of the online coupon website, Dominic Gluchowski and Louie Van Essen, said although Vodafone had
faced problems in recent years, they still had the strongest take-up rate of phone coupon codes posted on
ilovecoupons, which was good news for the retailer and coupon customers.

ilovecoupons CEO Dominic Gluchowski said Vodafone was wise to focus on restoring customer loyalty
following years of poor network performance that saw the company shed hundreds of thousands of customers.

“Since a series of network malfunctions began in 2010, Vodafone customers have continually
abandoned the telco, with around 1 million customers lost over that period,” Mr Gluchowski said.

“However, Vodafone has recently announced it will take radical action to improve its mobile network in an
effort to regain lost ground.

“Meanwhile, the Vodafone promotional codes available through ilovecoupons are allowing online shoppers
greater access to the best deals on offer as a way to rebuild their customer base and satisfaction levels.

“A Vodafone coupon code from ilovecoupons entitles customers to genuine discounts on their products and
services. There are countless Vodafone coupons to choose from, like 10% off prepaid mobiles purchased
online, simply by using our free code.”

Managing Director of ilovecoupons, Louie Van Essen said compared to other major mobile phone brands,
Vodafone had the most popular deals on the coupon site.

“With a range of phone coupons on offer from other leading telcos, Vodafone coupons are still the most
popular with ilovecoupons shoppers,” Mr Van Essen said.

“After Vodafone, our most popular phone coupons are the Amaysim coupon and Kogan discount code for
customers looking to get great savings on pre-paid mobiles.

“Coupon shoppers are now leading the call for major players Optus and Telstra to offer more discounts to their
customers through online coupons.

“Online coupons have proven to be highly valuable to the retail industry, by driving new and
incremental business, increasing online spending, and improving a company’s brand image with current and
potential clientele.

“As such it is understandable why Vodafone is continuing to offer fantastic coupons deals through top-ranking
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sites like ilovecoupons as a smart way to increase market share.”

To explore the extensive range of Vodafone coupons or any of the latest mobile phone discounts from leading
phone retailers, visit ilovecoupons.com.au and save instantly on purchases with free coupons.
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Contact Information
Cameron Matthies
Milan Direct
http://www.milandirect.com.au/
+6138677 7785

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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